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Distinct expression patterns of aging effects on the UPR<sub>ER</sub> signaling pathway in rat colon and regulatory role of saponins from <i>Panax japonicus</i>
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Abstract: Background: Studies have reported that the unfolded protein response of ER (UPR<sub>ER</sub>) declines in the several organs of aging mice. However, changes of UPR<sub>ER</sub> during the aging process in the intestine are rarely reported. Our previous studies have demonstrated that Saponins from <i>Panax japonicus</i> (SPJ) have anti-aging effects in different murine models and can modulate ER stress. In the present study, we focused on age-dependent expressions of UPR<sub>ER</sub> in the intestine of 6- to 24-month-old rats by an immunohistochemical (IHC) method and determined whether SPJ could regulate the three different UPR<sub>ER</sub> branches of the colon in aging rats. Methods: Aging rats had been treated with different doses (10 and 30 mg/kg) of SPJ for 6 months, which were mixed with feed, since they were 18 months old. Then the expressions of GRP78 and three different UPR<sub>ER</sub> proteins decreased in the colon of aging rats, while SPJ treatment relieved the corresponding changes in aging rats. Here we also found different patterns of GRP78 and the three UPR<sub>ER</sub> branches in the different layers of colon in rats. Conclusion: The study demonstrated that UPR<sub>ER</sub> declined and GRP78 increased in the colon of aging rats. SPJ could reverse most UPR<sub>ER</sub> changes in the colon of aging rats. This study also showed different expression patterns of the three branches of UPR<sub>ER</sub> in different layers of the colon in rats.
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Introduction

The endoplasmic reticulum (ER) is a major position for the synthesis and folding of about one-third of the proteome in a whole cell. ER homeostasis can be interrupted by many endogenous and exogenous environmental conditions, finally leading to ER stress (ERS) and triggering the unfolded protein response (UPR<sub>ER</sub>) [1]. UPR<sub>ER</sub> is activated to restore ER homeostasis and prevent the further damage of cells. Under conditions of ER homeostasis, binding of ER chaperone GRP78 inhibits the activation of three stress sensors (IRE1α, PERK, and ATF6). When ERS happens, GRP78 dissociates and activates the above three stress sensors, resulting in the decrease of protein translation and increase of the folding capacity of the ER to relieve ERS.

ERS plays an important role in the aging process and is proposed as one of the hallmarks of aging [2]. Decline of UPR<sub>ER</sub> is observed in several organs of aging rodents, including brain, heart, kidney, and liver [3-5]. However, the changes of UPR<sub>ER</sub> during the aging process in the intestine are rarely reported. Recent studies of old flies have shown an age-associated increase of PERK activity in ISCs, while inhibition of PERK activity in ISCs extends lifespan and promotes the homeostasis of intestinal epithelium [6]. However, it remains unclear whether ERS in the specific cellular types of mammalian intestine is changed during the aging process. In the present study, we focused on age-dependent expressions of UPR<sub>ER</sub> in the intestine of 6- to 24-month-old rats by an immunohistochemical (IHC) method.

Saponins from <i>Panax japonicus</i> (SPJ) are the main active components of <i>Panax japonicus</i>, which is a substitute for ginseng roots in the minority ethnic group of China. Our previous studies have demonstrated that SPJ can reduce D-galactose-induced brain aging in rats, miti-
gate neuroinflammation in the brain of naturally aging rat, and reverse the decreased expressions of the tight junction proteins in the colon of naturally aging rats [7-9]. SPJ could also regulate ERS, alleviating the expression of GRP78 in fatty liver fibrosis of mice [10]. Therefore, we hypothesized that SPJ might regulate the ERS of the intestine in aging rats.

Materials and methods

Materials

Panax japonicus (PJ) was received from Chunmuying Medicinal Materials Planting Base (Enshi, Hubei) and the voucher specimen was conserved in the Institute of Chinese Herb Medicine, Medical College of China Three Gorges University (Yichang, China). SPJ were extracted from Panax japonicus and analyzed by High Performance Liquid Chromatography (HPLC) in accordance with our previous methods [7].

Animals

Male Sprague-Dawley rats were provided by the Animal Center of China Three Gorges University (Yichang, China). All experiments were approved by the Ethics Committee of China Three Gorges University, and performed according to the guidelines of the National Institutes of Health on the care and use of animals. The rats were fed with chow and water ad libitum and housed in an environmentally controlled room (12 h light/12 h dark cycle; 23 ± 3°C). Thirty rats were randomly divided into an aging control group (n = 10) and SPJ-treated groups (n = 20) when they were 18 months old. SPJ were mixed with a normal diet and final dosages of rats in SPJ-treated groups were 10 mg/kg and 30 mg/kg respectively on the basis of Chinese Pharmacopoeia and our previous experiment [9]. Rats had been administered SPJ consecutively for 6 months until they were 24 months old. 6-month old rats were used as the adult control group (n = 10).

Immunohistochemistry (IHC) and immunofluorescence staining

After the rats were sacrificed, the colon samples had been fixed in 4% formaldehyde for at least 24 h, and then they were embedded in paraffin. Slices (4 μm-thick) were deparaffinized, rehydrated, and boiled with citrate buffer for 5 min by high pressure method. After cooling to room temperature, the slices were incubated with 5% bovine serum albumin or non-fat milk for 30 min at room temperature. Then the slices were stained with specific primary antibodies and incubated in a humidified chamber at 4°C overnight. Antibodies to GRP78, p-PERK, and ATF6α were purchased from Santa Cruz (CA, USA). Antibodies of IRE1, p-IRE1, XBP1, ATF4, eIF2α, and p-eIF2α were purchased from Abcam (Cambridge, UK). Antibody of p-JNK was obtained from Cell Signaling Technology (Boston, MA, USA). Next morning, Slices were incubated with secondary antibodies for 30 min at room temperature. Finally, slices were rinsed with phosphate buffer saline and visualized with diaminobenzidine for 5-10 min. Photos were acquired by a light microscope (Olympus).

For the co-staining of GRP78 with CD68, antibody to GRP78 was purchased from Santa Cruz (CA, USA) and antibody to CD68 was obtained from Abcam (Cambridge, UK). Staining was visualized by secondary antibodies, which were Alexa Fluor conjugates, and then processed with DAPI for 10 min. Photos were captured by a confocal laser scanning microscope (NIKON, Japan).

Quantification and statistical analysis of the immunostaining

The IHC positive result was brown yellow. All slides were reviewed blindly by two pathologists. Photos of three rat slices from each group were observed and captured, and then the Image J software (Rawak Software, Inc. Germany) was applied to analyze the average optical density (OD) value of positive expression in each power (×200) view. Positive cells were counted on 5 well-stained, randomly selected, microscopic fields at ×200 magnification for each region of interest. Data were expressed as mean ± SD and analyzed by one-way analysis of variance with post hoc analysis. SPSS software (version 13.0; IBM, Armonk, NY, USA) was used for statistical analysis. P < 0.05 was considered significant.

Results

Effects of aging on GRP78 expression in the different layers of colon in rats and the regulatory roles of SPJ

To determine whether ERS changed in the colon of aging rats, we first examined the expression
of GRP78 in the colon. As shown in Figure 1A, GRP78 was obviously expressed in the cytoplasm of the surface epithelium, upper crypt, and some cells in the lamina propria of aging rats. GRP78 was also found in the cytoplasm and some nuclei of smooth muscle cells in the muscularis. A significant increase of GRP78 in each layer was found in aging rats compared with that in adult rats. The results suggested that ERS was enhanced in the intestine of aging rats. Treatment with SPJ in aging rats significantly down-regulated the GRP78 expression in each layer of the colon, indicating that SPJ can modulate intestinal ERS in aging rats.

Effects of aging on IRE1/XBP1 branch signaling pathway in the different layers of colon in rats and the regulatory roles of SPJ

Among the three distinct UPR signaling pathways, IRE1 is the most evolutionarily conserved. Once ERS happens, IRE1 is activated to cause the activation of XBP1 and subsequent conversion into spliced XBP1 (XBP1s), which can translate and regulate a series of transcriptional targets to keep ER proteostasis [11]. Studies have also shown that XBP1 is linked to the activation of JNK [12]. We next determined the expression of IRE1, p-IRE1, XBP1, and p-JNK in the colon of rats. Results indicated that IRE1 was expressed widely in the surface epithelium, crypt, lamina propria, submucosa, and muscularis (Figure 2A). While p-IRE1 was expressed mainly in the surface epithelium, and muscularis, only a little was found in some cell types in the lamina propria of mucosa and submucosa (Figure 2C). The density of IRE1 expression was much higher than that of p-IRE1. Furthermore, IRE1 was found in the nucleus, and p-IRE1 was only expressed in the cytoplasm. Especially, there was more obvious expression of IRE1 in some cells with large size nucleus in the lamina propria. Total expressions of IRE1 and p-IRE1 were decreased in the colon of aging rats. Although the expression of IRE1 was decreased in the inner circular muscle, it was increased in the outer longitudinal muscle during the aging process. SPJ increased the total expressions of both proteins, but down-regulated the expression of IRE1 in the muscularis. IRE1 was expressed in the whole crypt of adult and aging rats, but only expressed in the upper crypt of SPJ-treated rats. Expression of p-IRE1 was decreased in the surface epithelium, but increased in the muscularis during the aging process. SPJ increased the expression of p-IRE1 in the surface epithelium and muscularis. XBP1 could be found mostly in the cytoplasm of surface epithelium, and nuclei of cells in the submucosa and muscularis (Figure 2E).
The expression pattern of XBP1 in the lower part and upper part of crypt was different. XBP1 was expressed in the nuclei of the upper crypt and the cytoplasm of the lower crypt. Expression of XBP1 was not changed in the colon of aging rats. P-JNK was widely expressed in the nucleus of cells of surface epithelium, crypt, lamina propria, submucosa, and muscularis in the colon (Figure 2G). Expression of p-JNK was increased in the colon of aging rats. Treatment with SPJ in aging rats significantly down-regulated the p-JNK expression in each layer of colon.

Effects of aging on PERK/elf2α signaling pathway in the different layers of the colon in rats and the regulatory roles of SPJ

Dissociation of GRP78 from PERK promotes PERK homodimerization and autophosphorylation to activate the kinase domain of itself and phosphorylate elf2α, finally reducing the translational initiation and enhancing the expressions of downstream transciptional factors such as ATF4 and CHOP [11, 13]. Here, we found that p-PERK was mainly expressed in the nuclei of upper crypt of aging rats, and the nuclei of muscularis in adult and aging groups (Figure 3A). elf2α was mainly expressed in the cytoplasm of surface epithelium, nuclei of some cells in the upper crypt and lamina propria of mucosa, submucosa and muscularis (Figure 3C). The expressions of p-PERK and elf2α were low in the colon, and not changed during the aging process. The expression patterns of p-elf2α and ATF4 were similar, and they were both widely expressed in the nuclei of surface epithelium, whole crypt, lamina propria of mucosa, and muscularis (Figure 3E and 3G). Expressions of p-elf2α and ATF4 both decreased in the colon of aging rats. Treatment with SPJ in aging rats significantly up-regulated the p-elf2α and ATF4 expressions in each layer of colon. However, we did not detect any expression of CHOP in the colon of each group (data not shown).

Effects of aging on AT6fα expression in the different layer of colon in rats and the regulatory roles of SPJ

Studies have demonstrated that there are two different types of ATF6 in the mammalian genome (ATF6α and ATF6β), but only ATF6α is required to activate UPR downstream gene expression [11]. Here we discovered that ATF6α was mostly expressed in the cytoplasm of surface epithelium, and nuclei of some cells in the crypt (Figure 4A). Expression of ATF6α was decreased in the colon of aging rats. However, treatment with SPJ in aging rats could not change the expression level of ATF6α.

Discussion

Aging is an inevitable consequence of processes and characterized by age-dependent physiological and functional decline [14, 15]. UPRER can be used to detect the homeostasis of ER and activate downstream mechanisms that allow cells to resolve or adapt to ER stress (ERS). Studies in model organisms have shown that the ability of UPRER regulators to activate downstream targets declines with age. Age-associated decline of the UPRER may play an important role in the aging process [2]. Studies have also demonstrated that intestinal inflammation is often found in elderly people and at the same time ERS is closely associated with intestinal inflammation [16, 17]. However, at present there are only a few reports about the changes of ERS in the intestine during the aging process [6]. Here we found that the expressions of GRP78 and p-JNK increased, while three different UPRER branches decreased with age in the colon of rats, suggesting the decreased ability of UPRER to restore the protein folding led to the enhanced ERS. SPJ could reverse many changes of UPRER in aging rats,
Figure 3. Effects of aging on PERK/eIF2α signaling pathway in the colon of rats and the regulatory roles of SPJ. A. Representative pictures of p-PERK expression pattern in the different layers of colon in rats by IHC. B. Quantitative analysis of global p-PERK protein immunostaining. C. Representative pictures of eIF2α expression pattern in the different layers of colon in rats by IHC. D. Quantitative analysis of global eIF2α protein immunostaining. E. Representative pictures of p-eIF2α expression pattern in the different layers of colon in rats by IHC. F. Quantitative analysis of p-eIF2α protein immunostaining.
showing that SPJ could restore the protein folding ability of UPR\textsuperscript{ER} to alleviate the ERS.

The three sensors of the UPR are IRE1, PERK and ATF6. GRP78 disassociates from the above three sensors upon ER stress, thus triggering the UPR and enabling the activities of GRP78 to reduce the accumulation of misfolded and unfolded proteins. There are two enzymatic activities of IRE1α, including an endoribonuclease (RNase) domain and a serine/threonine kinase domain. On release from GRP78, dimerization of IRE1α elicits RNase activity, leading to the splicing XBP1 into XBP1s, which finally induces the transcription of a series of molecular chaperones and protein-folding enzymes, including p-JNK [12]. Here we just detected the expression of XBP1, but couldn’t determine the expression of XBP1s by IHC because of current technology limitation. Although XBP did not change in the colon of aging rats, this does not imply that XBP1s cannot change with age. We found that IRE1 and p-IRE1 decreased with age, while p-JNK increased with age. Because JNK is involved in not only ERS, but also some other signaling pathways, for example, MAPK signaling pathway. Our previous studies have discovered that MAPK signaling pathway enhances in the colon of aging rats by western blot [9], which is consistent with the results here by IHC.

Breakdown of intestinal epithelium homeostasis occurs during the aging process [18-20], and studies have demonstrated that long-term homeostasis of the intestinal epithelium is significantly impacted by ER stress [21-23]. Deletion of IRE1α in intestinal epithelial cells results in failure of intestinal epithelial barrier function [22]. Here we found that almost every UPR\textsuperscript{ER} protein was expressed in the surface epithelium and the expression changes in the surface epithelium were consistent with those in the total colon. In accordance with our results, some UPR\textsuperscript{ER} genetic deficiency mice show increased expression of GRP78, for example in IRE1β-deficient mice, Xbp1\textsuperscript{IEC} mice, Atf6α/− mice [12, 24, 25]. Perhaps the decreased UPR\textsuperscript{ER} induced the increase of GRP78 in the surface epithelium of aging rats. Almost every UPR\textsuperscript{ER} protein determined here could be found in the surface epithelium of colon, suggesting that ERS might play a potential role in the homeostasis of surface epithelium during the aging process.
ER stress is a common feature of intestinal secretory cells such as goblet cells and Paneth cells [12, 26]. Goblet cells are mostly in the crypt of colon and they produce anti-microbial molecules and the mucus barrier. Here we found that IRE1, p-EIF2α and p-JNK were expressed in the whole crypt, while GRP78, ATF4, and ATF6α were mainly found in the upper crypt. Expressions of GRP78 and p-JNK increased, while other proteins decreased in the crypt of aging rats, meaning that enhanced ERS by damaged UPRER might lead to the damage of secretory function in goblet cells during the aging process.

This experiment also determined that ERS existed in the lamina propria of colonic mucosa. The mucosal lamina propria contains some cell types of the innate and adaptive immune systems, including macrophages and
Table 1. Expression patterns of aging effects on the UPRER signaling pathway in the different layer of colon in rats and the regulatory role of saponins from *Panax japonicus*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Layer</th>
<th>Aging (vs. adult group)</th>
<th>SPJ (vs. aging group)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Surface epithelium</td>
<td>1. GRP78↑, p-IRE1↑, XBP1↓, p-JNK↑, p-eloF2a↑, ATF4↑, p-eIF2a↓, ATF6↓, p-eIF2a↑, ATF6↓</td>
<td>1. GRP78↓, p-IRE1↑, XBP1↓, p-JNK↓, p-eloF2a↑, ATF4↑, p-eIF2a↓, ATF6↓, p-eIF2a↑, ATF6↑</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lamina propria</td>
<td>1. GRP78↑, p-IRE1↑, XBP1↓, p-JNK↑, p-eloF2a↑, ATF4↑, p-eIF2a↓, ATF6↓, p-eIF2a↑, ATF6↓</td>
<td>1. GRP78↓, p-IRE1↑, XBP1↓, p-JNK↓, p-eloF2a↑, ATF4↑, p-eIF2a↓, ATF6↓, p-eIF2a↑, ATF6↑</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper crypt</td>
<td>1. GRP78↑, p-IRE1↑, XBP1↓, p-JNK↑, p-eloF2a↑, ATF4↑, p-eIF2a↓, ATF6↓, p-eIF2a↑, ATF6↓</td>
<td>1. GRP78↓, p-IRE1↑, XBP1↓, p-JNK↓, p-eloF2a↑, ATF4↑, p-eIF2a↓, ATF6↓, p-eIF2a↑, ATF6↑</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower crypt</td>
<td>1. GRP78↑, p-IRE1↑, XBP1↓, p-JNK↑, p-eloF2a↑, ATF4↑, p-eIF2a↓, ATF6↓, p-eIF2a↑, ATF6↓</td>
<td>1. GRP78↓, p-IRE1↑, XBP1↓, p-JNK↓, p-eloF2a↑, ATF4↑, p-eIF2a↓, ATF6↓, p-eIF2a↑, ATF6↑</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muscularis</td>
<td>1. GRP78↑, p-IRE1↑, XBP1↓, p-JNK↑, p-eloF2a↑, ATF4↑, p-eIF2a↓, ATF6↓, p-eIF2a↑, ATF6↓</td>
<td>1. GRP78↓, p-IRE1↑, XBP1↓, p-JNK↓, p-eloF2a↑, ATF4↑, p-eIF2a↓, ATF6↓, p-eIF2a↑, ATF6↑</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

“↑” means increase, “↓” means decrease, “-” means no change.

Large numbers of lymphocytes [27, 28]. Intestinal immune systems play an essential role in mucosal homeostasis, infection and inflammation. The age-related decline in intestinal function is also a consequence of complex inflammatory conditions that are associated with increased protein misfolding [26, 29]. Previous studies about the relationship between the ER stress and intestinal inflammation were mainly focused on the intestinal epithelium. Now more attention is given to the roles of ER stress on the immune cells in the intestinal inflammation and aging [28, 30]. Highly secretory immune cells are susceptible to environmental conditions that impose ER stress. Thus, inflammation is an important factor in the induction of ER stress, and changes of UPRER may be a sensitive hallmark of inflammation. Here it seemed that the expression position of GRP78 was in the cytoplasm of macrophages and the expression position of p-JNK was in the lymphocytes. We also found that IRE1 was expressed in the submucosa of colon, which also looked like in the macrophages. Especially the expression of GRP78 in macrophages increased and expression of IRE1 in macrophages decreased with aging, implying that ERS of macrophages could play an important role in the aging process. We further conducted a double immunofluorescence of GRP78 with CD68 (one marker of macrophages). The results showed that co-localization of GRP78 and CD68 was found majorly in the lamina propria of aging group and low dose of the SPJ group, while treatment of 30 mg/kg SPJ can significantly alleviate the co-localization in aging rats (Figure 5). Consistent with our results, Song et al have reported that aged macrophages exhibit diminished IRE1 activation and increased susceptibility to ER stress-dependent apoptosis [31]. SPJ inhibited the expression of GRP78 and enhanced the expression of IRE1 in macrophages, indicating that SPJ can modulate the ERS of macrophages. Our previous studies have discovered that Chikusetsusaponin V, a major constituent of SPJ, can mitigate the inflammation of LPS-induced macrophages [32]. All the above results implied that macrophages could be a major target of SPJ during the aging process.

Our studies also showed that changes in UPRER proteins in the muscularis during the aging process were similar to those in the mucosa. Expressions of GRP78 and p-JNK increased, while three different UPRER branches decreased with age in the muscularis of colon, except for p-IRE1, which increased during the aging process in rats. Studies have shown that force generation reduces in the bioengineered rings from aged colonic smooth muscle cells [33] and ERS have been involved in some disease models of smooth muscle tissues [34, 35], suggesting that ERS might be associated with decrease of contraction tone of smooth muscle cells during the aging process. Although SPJ reversed the expressions of many ERS-related proteins in the muscularis during the aging process, it continued to increase the expression of IRE1 and p-IRE1. This might be a side effect of SPJ if it could be a potential drug for the treatment of some intestinal diseases.
Conclusions

Our study showed that the UPR\textsuperscript{ER} decreased in the colon of aging rats, while GRP78 and p-JNK increased during the aging process. Our results also illustrated distinct expression patterns of GRP78 and three different UPR\textsuperscript{ER} branches within the different layers of the colon (Figure 6 and Table 1), suggesting that these proteins might have different roles in the colon of aging rats. SPJ could reverse most URP\textsuperscript{ER} changes in the colon of aging rats, indicating that SPJ might have a role in delaying the decline of some intestinal functions during the aging process by modulating the UPR\textsuperscript{ER}.
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